The Common Star by Mahr, Emma
Purpose: The purpose of my design was to create the perfect garment a woman on the go could wear from running 
errands to a spring walk in the park. The touches of gold in the sleeves and pants cuffs represent stars peeking out of 
the night sky, which is also mirrored in the depths of the blue bodice and black pants.  
 
Process: For this look, I wanted something more casual. I started with a pair of Capri pants and a basic bodice. I decided to make the sleeves gold in 
order to tie in with the rest of my line. I also chose to make the cuffs on the pants the same gold so the two pieces would coordinate with each other. 
 
Techniques: The bodice was created by draping muslin on a dress form, then making patterns from the completed draping. The pants were made 
by flat patterning, a process involving taking the model’s specific leg measurements, completing specific mathematical calculations, and precisely 
drawing out the pant pattern directly on paper. After all the patterns were made, samples were created and fit on my model. Adjustments were made 
from the fitting and the final garments was constructed.  
 
Contribution to fashion or innovation used: The conservative neckline and pant length makes it perfect for a wide variety of body types. The                 
coordinating gold fabric for the sleeves and pant cuffs makes the garments perfect to be worn together, but also separates that could be worn with 
other garments making them very versatile. 
 
Materials: Polyester fabric, invisible zippers, polyester thread 
Garment created in FCSA 488  Fashion Line Development 
